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tudents perform at the Lu'au, which was 
April 21 in the fieldhouse. The weekend 
vent was planned by the Hui'o Hawaii club. 
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TPD contacts suspect, prank calls stop 
LAUREN EDMONDS 
Staff Writer 
On April 6, the Tacoma Police Department 
contacted a suspect after several prank calls 
were traced to his Tacoma residence. The 
suspect's name has not yet been released. Ac-
cording to Assistant Director of Security Ser-
vices Danette Smith, no prank calls have been 
reported since the contact. The suspect has not 
yet been arrested or charged with any crime. 
Because the university has its own phone 
system, security initially had difficulty trac-
ing the prank calls. Calls are lost after they go 
through a main trunkline and branch out to 
individual rooms. By working with the 
Tacoma police department, however, QWest 
telephone service put "taps" on the five most  
frequently called telephone lines in order to 
trace calls. The next time these students were 
called, which happened to be within the next 
24 hours, QWest traced the calls to the 
suspect's residence. 
To Smith's knowledge, the suspect has no 
previous record and is not affiliated with the 
university in any way. Smith said that although 
there is usually a rash of prank calls every fall, 
the amount reported this year has been "ex-
traordinary." 
"I think people know that there are a lot of 
young women here who are away from home 
for the first time," Smith said. "Prank calls 
have been pretty common since I've been at 
UPS, but it's never ever been to this extent." 
Because the calls have stopped since the 
suspect was contacted, it is believed that this 
person alone is responsible for 
the increase in calls. 
"It was difficult for us, be-
cause there wasn't a lot we 
could do," Smith said. "It was 
continuing on and on and stu-
dents felt like nothing was 
getting done. I was just so 
thankful the day that I came 
to work and the students with 
tapped lines had been called. 
Unfortunately, it may not be 
as easy to pinpoint 'the ex-
poser.' 
"We've had three incidents 
of indecent exposure in the 
last year, and I think it could 
very well have been three dif- 
ferent people," she continued. "Personally, I 
don't think that the prank calling and the in-
decent exposure are connected." 
Last year, when police contacted an indi-
vidual suspected of indecent exposure, the sus-
pect was never convicted of any crime because 
he was never caught in the act, although all 
incidents of indecent exposure stopped imme-
diately after he was contacted. 
The recent increase of prank calls started 
following winter break, in late January. The 
calls were reported exclusively by women and, 
according to Smith, were never left on 
voicemail. 
Although there were two reports of people 
who thought they heard a tap on their window 
following a prank call, these incidents are un-
confirmed. 
"They didn't see anybody or go to the win-
dow to check for anybody, so as far as we know 
he was never on campus while he made the 
calls," said Smith. Furthermore, although some 
people reported a bad connection, indicating 
the use of a cellular phone, the calls were 
traced to a residence. 
"If we had never actually caught him, this 
could have been something that would have 
later escalated into more than prank calls," said 
Smith. 
Although certain students received more 
calls than others, Smith did not feel that this 
was planned. 
"I don't think that he was targeting any stu-
dents in particular," she said. "Some days he 
would call a lot of people in Seward, and then 
some days he would call a bunch of people in 
Smith. It was kind of cyclical." 
Freshmen roommates Emily Bumguardner 
and Jessica Baker were called around 4 a.m. 
in February. 
"It was an off-campus call, so we thought 
that it must be something important," said 
Baker. 
"He called once before and got our names 
from the answering machine," said 
Bumguardner. "He kept asking me what I was 
doing and if he could come over. He said, 
`You don't know me? I have class with you. 
I'm so hurt that you don't know me.' He was 
acting like he was offended and talking in this 
soft voice at the same time. I started getting 
really upset and looking at the clock and be-
ing like, 'this isn't right." 
Despite the worry of contacted students, the 
content of the phone calls could have been 
much more offensive. 
"To the best of my knowledge he never used 
vulgarity or obscene language," said Smith. "A 
couple of times he did ask people what they were 
wearing, but that's about as explicit as it got." 
For now, Smith suggests that if there is a 
resurgence of prank calls, students should 
speak to the person as little as possible and 
report the call to security services immediately, 
so that proper steps can be taken. 
"It's important that people report the calls, 
because if this person is ever charged with any-
thing, there's a lot of documentation that would 
hopefully result in a stiffer sentence," she said. 
Smith also suggested that students send their 
calls directly to voicemail at night, thus avoid-
ing prank calls altogether. 
every UPS student will receive a perma-
nent four-year mailbox. The student me-
dia departments that are currently housed 
in the WSC basement, such as The Trail 
and Photo Services, will move into an 
on-campus house which will be specially 
refitted to meet their needs. 
University Hall will receive some 
renovation, although according to 
Hickey, "It is mostly aesthetic work," 
including painting and flooring replace-
ment. Several university-owned houses 
will also receive the same kind of atten-
tion, said Hickey, as well as some major 
repairs, such as furnace replacements. 
Jones Hall will also be renovated, with 
workers concentrating mainly on neces-
sities imposed by the old age of the build-
ing, said Hickey. This will include elec-
trical and plumbing work, as well as re-
placing windows and other worn-out fix-
tures. The university offices housed in 
Jones will temporarily be relocated to 
Union Avenue houses over the summer. 
G. BRYHN IRESON 
News Editor 
Although the school year is drawing 
to a close, there will still be a great deal 
of campus activity over the next few 
months. The university has numerous 
projects to tackle in the last weeks of 
school and over the summer. 
Before school is out, the Benefactor 
Plaza project will be completed, said 
Director of Business Services John 
Hickey. As reported earlier this semes-
ter in The Trail, the plaza is due to be 
dedicated in a ceremony on May 10. 
Also before the end of the year, the 
Thompson Fountain reconstruction 
should be completed, said Hickey. Origi-
nally, the fountain was due to be running 
by March 15, but the project encountered 
delays related to very specialized work. 
According to Hickey, the topmost piece 
of stone on the fountain is a special type 
of quarried stone, and very few contrac- 
University plans summer work 
tors can obtain it or work with it. 
"There is just a single vendor in the 
general area," said Hickey. Now that the 
delay has been overcome, Hickey ex-
pected that the fountain would be up and 
running very soon, so that parents and 
family could enjoy it over commence-
ment weekend. After that, the university 
might shut it down again during the sum-
mer to iron out any minor construction 
flaws, and to'conserve water and energy. 
This summer will see a flurry of cam-
pus activity. Groundbreaking for the new 
building, Trimble Hall, will begin soon 
after graduation. The project will last 
slightly over one year, with students be-
ing able to move in for the first time in 
the fall of 2002. 
This summer the university will also 
relocate the mailroom from Jones into 
the basement of Wheelock. The move 
will also include an expansion of ser-
vices, as the mailroom will function more 
like a commercial shipping center, and 
ALL CAMPUS/COMMUNITY GARAGE SALE 
Sell your things, make some $ 
Profits to benefit "Kids Can Do!" 
Registration forms at Info center, 
student registration is $5, we sell 
your things for you, you keep 
85%! 
FMI or to volunteer call Beth @ x 4689 
Dean Kristine Bartanen presents awards at the University 
Leadership Awards ceremony, April 21. 
APRIL 17-APRIL 23 
April 17 
A student reported her vehicle was damaged on the driver's side door and 
rear wheel while it was parked near Kittredge Hall. It appears the damage was 
caused by another vehicle. 
April 19 
A student reported his bicycle was stolen from an unlocked room inside a 
fraternity house. The bicycle has been missing for several weeks. 
April 19 
A student reported the rear wheel and gear set were stolen from her bicycle 
while it was locked in the breezeway between Harrington and Schiff Hall. 
April 19 
Security Officers and Tacoma Police contacted a juvenile on campus who 
had been asked to leave on several previous occasions. The juvenile and several 
friends are suspected of attempting to steal a university vehicle last summer. 
April 21 
Residents of a fraternity on Union Avenue reported an unwanted guest in the 
house. The individual, a resident of Phibbs Hall, had become argumentive, and 
is suspected of throwing a full beer can which struck a female standing nearby. 
April 21 
A student reported her parked vehicle was hit and damaged by another ve-
hicle. She believes the damage occurred in the university parking lot at the 
corner of North 18th and Lawrence Streets. 
April 22 
A student reported her Oregon license plate stolen from the rear of her car. 
She thinks the vehicle was parked on Union Avenue at the time of the theft. 
April 23 
A Campus Safety Officer contacted a student for operating his vehicle in a 
reckless fashion near North 15th and Lawrence Streets. The student was squeal-
ing his tires and traveling at an excessive speed. 
News Around the Globe is compiled weekly by 
Emily Fahrenbach, Assistant News Editor 
Sources include The Associated Press, Reuters, 
USAToday Online and ABCNEWS Online. 
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INTERNATIONAL 
U.S., Taiwan make protested arms 
deal 
WASHINGTON — U.S. officials met on Tues-
day with a delegation from Taiwan to offer Taipei 
submarines, destroyers and aircraft in an arms deal 
that Beijing greeted with "serious concern" and a 
formal protest. 
President Bush will offer Taiwan, which China 
regards as a renegade province, the largest arms 
package in a decade but will turn down a request 
for the sophisticated Aegis naval air defense sys-
tem, White House officials said. 
Beijing, which had warned the sale of advanced 
weapons by the United States to Taiwan could have 
a "devastating effect" on relations, urged Wash-
ington not to go ahead with the sale, while the news 
in Taipei was greeted with elation. 
China's ambassador to the United States, Yang 
Jiechi, made the protest to Undersecretary of State 
Marc Grossman. Earlier, the Chinese foreign min-
istry denounced the decision. 
NATIONAL 
Court allows minor traffic offense 
arrest 
WASHINGTON (Reuters) —A divided U.S. Su-
preme Court ruled on Tuesday that police may ar-
rest individuals for minor traffic or other misde-
meanor offenses punishable only by a fine, such 
as unbuckled seat belts or public littering. 
The high court, by a 5-4 vote, declared the 
Constitution's Fourth Amendment, which bans un-
reasonable arrests and searches, does not prevent 
the police from making such arrests without a war-
rant. 
"The question is whether the Fourth Amendment 
forbids a warrantless arrest for a minor criminal 
offense, such as a misdemeanor seat-belt violation 
punishable only by a fine. We hold that it does not," 
Justice David Souter said for the court majority. 
The dissent warned the ruling "has potentially 
serious consequences for the everyday lives of 
Americans. A broad range of conduct falls with 
the category of fine-only misdemeanors," extend-
ing, for example, from traffic offenses to littering. 
Midwest battles Mississippi flood 
DAVENPORT, Iowa (Reuters) – The battle to 
contain the raging Mississippi River was nearly 
drowned out on Tuesday by a verbal blast from 
local residents angry at a Bush administration 
official's comments questioning repeated taxpayer 
bailouts of flood-damaged river towns. 
As the river crested just a few inches short of 
record levels reached during devastating floods in 
1993 and 1965, Davenport Mayor Phil Yerington 
voiced many local residents' displeasure with sen-
timents expressed by Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency director Joe Allbaugh on Monday. 
After a meeting with President Bush, Allbaugh 
told reporters: 
"How many times will the American taxpayer 
have to step in and take care of this flooding, which 
could be easily prevented by building levees and 
dikes? And that's one of the subjects I'd like to 
explore with city leaders." 
Allbaugh suggested cities such as Davenport had 
not done all they could do to mitigate flood dam-
age. Davenport, unlike most major cities along the 
Mississippi, has resisted building a flood wall be-
cause it would harm riverfront aesthetics — vital 
to tourism — and because only a small number of 
the city's 100,000 people are vulnerable to the river 
flooding. 
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Peace Corps draws many UPS grads 
EMILY FAHRENBACH 
Assistant News Editor 
The University of Puget Sound recently acquired 
the distinction of being ranked ninth nationally for 
the number of alumni that serve overseas in the 
Peace Corps. This ranking is gathered from small 
undergraduate institutions with enrollments of less 
than 5000. The information was gathered and pub-
licized in the annual list of volunteers the Peace 
Corps publishes yearly. 
UPS currently has 17 alumni actively serving in 
countries such as Kazakhstan (Heidi Grube '97), 
Mali (Christine Ruppe '98) and the Ivory Coast 
(Jamie Smith '00), among others. A full list of stu-
dents serving in the Peace Corps, including their 
countries of service as of the end of March, is avail-
able online on the university's website. 
In a university press release, assistant director 
for career services Ron Albertson reacted positively 
to the ranking. 
"We do a good job of getting information about 
opportunities to our students. Our students have a 
long tradition of service to the community, and they 
are interested in the world and international op-
portunities," said Albertson. 
Also included in the release were the glowing 
remarks of Peace Corps recruiter Steve Dunk. Dunk 
regards UPS as one of his favorite colleges to visit. 
"People who come to my information table seem 
more informed about the Peace Corps and about 
the world. Students from liberal arts schools are a 
great match for what the Peace Corps is all about," 
Dunk said. 
Currently, more than 7,000 Peace Corps volun-
teers across the United States are serving in 76 
countries. Duties that are assigned include work-
ing to bring clean water to communities, teaching 
children and helping families, helping to start new 
small businesses and stopping the spread of AIDS. 
Since the formation of the Peace Corps in 1961, 
more than 161,000 Americans have joined, serv-
ing in 134 nations. 
President John F. Kennedy created the Peace 
Corps to coincide with his call for the nation to 
"ask not what your country can do for you, ask 
what you can do for your country." The first vol-
unteers were recruited by Kennedy at the Univer-
sity of Michigan. Over 10,000 students gathered 
to listen to Kennedy's speech. Only a few months 
later, the first group served in Ghana, Africa. 
According to the Peace Corps' website, "all vol-
unteers serve in their host countries for two years. 
They are afforded no special privileges and often 
live in remote communities. Volunteers receive in-
tensive language and cross-cultural training in or-
der to become part of the communities where they 
live. They speak the local language and adapt to 
the cultures and customs of the people with whom 
they work." 
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The grants are a good 
stepping stone for stu-
dents who are looking at 
becoming a professor and 
doing the kind of schol-
arly work that professors 
do. Even if they never 
intend to teach, the work 
prepares them for the kind 
of research they will likely 
do in the field of their 
choice. 
-Associate Dean John Finney 
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Summer research grants aid students' IPE learning 
DAVID ANDERSON 
Staff Writer 
Over summer, schoolwork and dissertations are usually the 
furthest things from the minds of students. The 48 UPS stu-
dents that received summer research grants chose to forfeit 
those three months of relaxation in favor of scholarly research. 
"These research grants aren't only for students who are re-
quired to write their senior thesis and want 
some help with that. A lot of students find 
that they're interested in a particular topic 
and want to do some research on it," As-
sociate Dean John Finney said. 
The 48 grants are broken down into 24 
for sciences and 24 for arts and humani-
ties. Students looking into applying for a 
grant next summer need to start consid-
ering their research proposals now, Finney 
said, in order to have strong applications. 
"The most important factors in the de-
cision process are the letters of recom-
mendation the [Enrichment] Committee 
receives from the department directors 
and how well-crafted the proposals are," 
Finney said. "It's important for students 
to get together with the professors and 
make sure their proposal is a good one." 
Finney stressed that the research grants 
are something students should consider. 
"The grants are a good stepping stone 
for students who are looking at becoming a professor and doing 
the kind of scholarly work that professors do," said Finney. "Even 
if they never intend to teach, the work prepares them for the kind 
of research they will likely do in the field of their choice." 
Michael Veseth, director of the international political 
economy summer research grant program, spoke to The Trail 
about the IPE grants. 
Trail: Tell me about the summer research grant program 
and how you are involved. 
Michael Veseth: The university has had summer research 
grants for a long time in the sciences, such as the Murdoch 
Grants. Some years ago, they began to try to provide funding 
for summer research grants in the humanities and social sci-
ences. In the last several years the university has made this a 
major priority in trying to get funding. 
Trail: How did you get the IPE grant going? 
MV: A few years ago, we used funds from the royalties from 
the IPE textbook projects for a variety of student programs, 
and we decided that we would like to have 
one of these [research grants] that we spon- 
sor too. When we first decided to do this, 
there were only a few in the humanities 
and social sciences and summer research 
can be a real step up for someone who 
wants to write a really good senior thesis 
or go to grad school. So, we decided to do 
one of these. 
Trail: How does the IPE grant differ 
from other grants? 
MV: Ours is for IPE majors, and ours is 
differentiated a little bit, because our fund-
ing amount is .a little bit more. Our grant 
is for $4,000, which is enough for a stu-
dent to travel abroad if that's part of their 
project. That's only possible sometimes 
with the other research grants. This year we 
had seven people apply for the IPE grant. 
One of the side benefits is that the other 
people who applied for the IPE one then 
also applied for the university grants. I think 
we've been helpful in stimulating other people to apply for the 
university grants. 
Trail: What kind of deadlines are the applicants looking at? 
MV: For all of them, the deadlines are in March, because 
they need to have these things in by spring break. Really, they 
need to start thinking about a summer project in the fall, and 
start contacting faculty members to nail things down by the 
spring. I believe the IPE deadline is in the first week of March, 
and this year the university deadline was one week later than 
that. By the week after spring break people find out what, if  
any, grants they've been awarded. 
Trail: Do you oversee any part of the process of selecting 
who receives the grants? 
MV: This year I had several students that came to me to be 
the director of their projects, but I'm not on the committee that 
decides who actually receives either the IPE or general uni-
versity research grants. 
Trail: Who are those committees comprised of? 
MV: For the university one, the University Enrichment 
Committee is the one that supervises all funding of student 
research projects, and they were the ones that did that this year. 
Trail: What sort of responsibilities are required of the stu-
dent after a summer research grant is finally awarded? 
MV: The idea is to provide funding so that they don't have 
to work. So they have to pledge to 10 weeks devoted to full 
time commitment to their project. Also, usually, although this 
can vary, usually there is a submitted report or paper at the end 
and there's usually some kind of public presentation during 
the school year that goes with it. I like to meet once or twice a 
week with the students to see how its going and ask questions 
and try to formulate new questions for them. 
Trail: So the students have a lot of latitude in how they go 
about their research? 
MV: That's right. Some people will do library research, some 
people will do survey studies or field work. Some people will 
travel and try to interview decision makers or something. Past 
students have studied topics as diverse as the problem of en-
forcing human rights around the world. [Previous graduate] 
Sarah Garfunkel was able to convince the UN High Commis-
sioner on War Crimes in England to attend to attend a war 
crimes trial in The Hague and to interview the attorneys in-
volved. 
Trail: Anything to add about the summer research programs? 
MV: As someone who is involved with these programs, I 
see a lot of these things come together right at the last minute, 
and the ones that are the strongest presentations are the ones 
that have more thought and preparation. This summer is not 
too early to think about what you might want to do next sum-
mer if you're interested in a research grant. 
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Know Your Numbers 
Most Puget Sound students (67%) typically have 
0-4 drinks when they party. 
m5.5=Pe average ogiber of (Ws sWees 
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'98% world swor alloPer sWees decision 
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When you lose cash, it's gone. So do this. Next time you 
carry Americ n Express' Travelers Cheques. They're safer than 
because they can be replaced. Cash can't. And right now they're fee-- 
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Hurry to this AAA location by June 30th! 
1801 South Union Avenue 
American Express Travelers Cheques. 
Don't leave home without them.' 	 Travelers 
Cheques 
"Legal Terms and Conditions: Offer is valid through June 30, 2001. Student must present valid student ID. AAA membership and 
enrollment fees are subject to change. $250 minimum purchase requirement for non-AAA members. Non-AAA members must pay 
for Travelers Cheques with cash or credit card only Credit card cash advance fees may apply. American Express Gift Cheques are not 
valid for this offer Offer is not combinable with other promotions or offers and is not open to AAA employees. 
APRWA01 	 ;g:t 2001 American Express 
ANI
EXPRESS 
FRED IrIUTCHINSON CANCER RESEARCH CENTER 
``JILMIE GIRAVUATES ;" wondering what to do with your science degree? 
Review medical records in the Cancer Surveillance System and in area hospitals. Summarize & code pertinent 
cancer diagnostic, tumor, treatment & survival information for reportable cases within region. Requires BA/BS in 
medical records, sciences, health education or related field. Knowledge of medical terminology, anatomy, physi- 
ology, hospital coding, & medical records experience helpful. Salary $2,200/month to start + excellent benefits. 
Full info @ www.fhcrc.org . Include job # w/ resume & email/fax/ or mail to FHCRC/HR, 1300 Valley Street, Seattle, WA 
98109, E-mail jobresponses(dfhcrc.ora,  Fax (206) 667-4051, TTY: 206-667-6861. An Equal Opportunity Employer committed 
to work force diversity. 
ABSTRACTOR/Coder ll #1.E-11992 
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A groundbreaking ceremony for 
Trimble Hall is set for May 10 at 1:30 
p.m. Work will begin on the construc-
tion site after May 14. The project is 
hoped to be completed for student move-
in, fall 2002. 
With its 184 single rooms, semi-pri-
vate baths, kitchenettes and living rooms, 
Trimble Hall will offer an opportunity 
for upper-class students to live with a 
small group of friends here on campus, 
according to Shane Daetwiler, associate 
director of student development. 
Construction of the 56,000 square foot 
building, adjacent to four major campus 
buildings, including Wheelock Student 
Center (WSC), will create disruption to 
pedestrian traffic flow and to the "front 
door" of the campus for approximately 
one year. A map of the construction zone 
is available from the Office of Finance 
and Administration. 
In terms of traffic flow, the construc-
tion entrance will be at 15th and 
Lawrence Streets. There will be no ac-
cess to Howarth Hall from the south side. 
The diagonal sidewalk from Wyatt, 
Warner and OT/PT that passes between 
Phibbs and Regester Halls on the way to 
Wheelock Student Center will be unob-
structed; the sidewalk from Jones pass-
ing on the north side of Howarth will jog 
a bit at the construction site entrance, but 
will essentially be as usable as at present. 
ADA access to Howarth will be more 
difficult for one year. The first floor will 
be accessible; however, arrangements 
will need to be made to gain ADA ac-
cess to other floors within Howarth. 
Those seeking access should call the 
department in advance. The northeast 
door of Todd Hall will be usable, al-
though there will be no sidewalk across 
Todd Quad. 
There will be a crane used for the 
building project; that and the normal 
noise of construction will create chal-
lenges for classes and offices in Howarth 
and Jones Halls and for residents of the 
north end of Todd Hall. No classes for 
summer 2001 have been scheduled in 
Howarth Hall. 
"We are working on supportive stu-
dent programming for Todd Hall to ad-
dress what will be inevitable differences 
in 'construction hours' and 'student 
hours, — said Vice President for Student 
Affairs Kris Bartanen, a member of the 
Trimble Hall Steering Committee. 
Because of the construction zone in 
the heart of campus, administrators de-
cided to modify the New Student Orien-
tation schedule modestly. Move-in for 
residents of Todd and Phibbs Halls will 
be slower than usual due to loss of the 
northeast door and distance from Th-
ompson and Wheelock parking lots. 
This will likely create greater conges-
tion for move-in of all residence halls in 
the south quadrangle. 
Sandra Sarr is the director of com-
munications at the University of 
Puget Sound. 
NEWS The Trail 
EVENTS 
Chism Lecture Series presents 
Sarah Iles Johnston: 'The Impor- 
tance of Being Mythic' 
Thurs. April 26, 4 p.m. 
Wyatt 109, Free 
University Band and Wind 
Ensemble 
Fri. April 27, 7:20 p.m. 
UPS Concert Nall, Free 
Puget Pacer 5K Walk/Race 
Sat. April 28, 9 a.m. 
Baker Stadium 
012 adults, 08 kids 14- and under 
University String Orchestra 
Tue. May 1, 7:20 p.m. 
Concert Hall, Free 
Kittridge Gallery presents 
*Good Art: Bad Class" 
UPS Studio Art Graduates 
Now through May 12 
Kittredge Gallery 
Free 
Jay (Judson) Scott, trumpet with 
guest artists Dwight Beckmeyer, 
piano, Monica Harris, soprano and 
the Gabriel' consort 
Sat. April 28, 7:20 p.m. 
Concert Hall, Free 
ASUPS Programming presents 
Spring Weekend with Lip Sync 
Contests, BBQ, Games, Campus 
Bands 
April 27- April 29 
ASUPS Concerts presents 
'Bring on the Punk' 
Sat. April 28, 7 p.m. 
University of Puget Sound Fieldhouse 
Free with a valid UPS ID, OS general 
admission 
Campus Films Presents 
'Full Metal Jacket' 
Fri. & Sat. April 27 & 28, 7:20 
& 9:20 p.m. 
Sun. April 29, 6 p.m. & 8:20 p.m. 
McIntyre 002, 01 
CalAtaik 	  
Centerstage Theatre Arts Conservatory 
presents 'To Kill a Mockingbird' 
Knutzen Family Theatre 
Now through May 12 
019 for adults, $16 students/seniors 
Call (252) 661-1444- for tickets or 
information 
Seattle Repertory Theatre presents 
'Art' by Yasmina Reza 
Now through April 28 
Bagley Wright Theatre 
Call (206) 4-4-2-2222 for tickets 
AT&T Broadband and MTV2 present 
Lifehouse and Alien Ant Farm 
Wed. May 9, 8 p.m. 
Experience Music Project's Sky Church 
Free Tickets available through Kiss 
106.1 or at all AT&T stores and 
showrooms 
Pacific Northwest Science 
Center Presents 
Titanic: The Artifact Exhibit 
Now through Sept. 2 
Seattle Center 
Call (866) 414-1912 for 
information 
The Wing Luke Asian Museum 
presents 
if Tired Hands Could Talk' 
May 2 through Feb. 2002 
Seattle Poetry Festival 
April 27 through May 6 
Various Seattle Venues 
Call (206) 725-1650 
tickets range from free - 012 
7406 27th St. W Suite 200A 	 hone: 253.460-68'31, 253.460-6837 
University P1., WA 98466 
	
FAX: 253-564-8282 
Everything For Computers, and more 
EgjiSisteL Specia ls  
Pentium 866MHZ $770.00 
Duron 750MHZ $621.00 
Celeron 633MHZ $547.00 
1 Year Parts And Labor Warranty! 
Specifications and p7-ice subject to change 
We Do Repairs! 
Excellent Rates! 
Store Hours 
Mon—Fri 9:00am to 7:00pm 
Saturdays 9:00am to 5:00pm 
UPS SpriNa WeeKeNd EiteNtS 
Spring Weekend 2001, presented by ASUPS, happens April 27 through April 28. 
The theme for the numerous activities full of fun and free stuff is Caribbean. Get 
out and participate in all the events on and off campus! 
Friday, Aprit. 27 
7 p.m. Lip-Sync Contest in the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse. Come see your fa-
vorite UPS groups compete for the $100 prize. There will be a professional stand-
up comedian and a free mocktail bar! 
Saturday, Aprii. 28 
8 a.m. to 3 p.m. North End Garage Sale in the Thompson parking lot benefiting Kids Can Do! 
9 a.m. Kids Can Do! Puget Pacer 5 K walk/run. Exercise for a good cause. 
Proceeds benefit the Kids Can Do! Program. Preregister at the table in Wheelock 
Student Center or by calling 879-3767. Free T-shirts to those who pre-register. All 
participants will receive Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream. 
Noon: Free RSA-sponsored BBQ in Todd Field. Not only will there be free 
food, but entertainment includes Fair Weather (noon-1 p.m.) and Spec (2-3 p.m.) 
2 p.m. Fun and free games in Todd Field! Come compete with all your friends! 
2:30 p.m. Tug of War with the Tacoma Fire Department. Test your strength 
against the professionals, Tacoma's finest fire fighters. 
7 p.m. "Bring on da Funk" at the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse featuring The Funk 
if I Know and LP Outsiders. Free to students with UPS ID, $5 for all others. 
suriday, ApriL 29 
7:30 p.m. Captain Smarty Pants plays at the Blue Mouse Theater at 26th and 
Proctor with UPS Underground Jazz opening the show. 
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Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-52,000 this semester with the easy 
Campusfundraiser.com 
 three hour fundraising event. No 
sales required. Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call 
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com  at (888) 923-32.38, or 
visit www.campusfundraiser.com . 
SALLY BROWNING 
Assistant A&E Editor 
As a part of Spring Weekend 2001, ASUPS Con-
certs will present Bring On Da Funk this Saturday, 
April 28, at 7 p.m. in the UPS Memorial Fieldhouse. 
This funk-filled concert will feature The LP Outsid-
ers and the Funk if I Know, two bands well-rehearsed 
in a variety of musical sounds. 
The LP Outsiders, a nationally renowned band, 
come to the Puget Sound area from St. Louis, Mo. 
They are currently doing a cross-country tour of clubs, 
colleges and festivals showcasing music from their 
new album, All Purpose Crackers. This album, which 
they describe as an "eclectic approach to traditional 
funk, jazz and hip-hop," contains 15 songs display-
ing the group's lyric writing ability as well as their 
musical talent. 
The seven group members come from an array of 
musical backgrounds and, since they formed in the 
fall of 1996, have worked diligently to create their 
own unique sound. Apparently, judging by their na-
tional success, their hard work has been paying off. 
The LP Outsiders was rated in 1999 as one of 
the top 10 unsigned bands in the nation, accord-
ing to HIT! Magazine. Their music appears on a 
major motion picture soundtrack and was featured 
in a nationally syndicated television program. 
They have opened for the Roots, the Mighty 
Mighty Bosstones, Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and 
the Cherry Poppin' Daddies. Now they take the 
UPS stage as a part of Bring on Da Funk. 
The Funk if I Know, a campus band with a large 
local following, is set to open the show. The four 
group members recently got back from playing a 
concert in Whistler, British Columbia. Their mu-
sic is very funk-oriented as is apparent by their 
first studio album, Don't Let the Odds Get You 
Down. This collection of music, featuring three 
years of work, can be purchased on the group's 
website at www.thefunkifiknow.com . 
The doors of the fieldhouse open at 6 p.m. The 
show is open to all ages and free for UPS students 
with a valid ID. General admission is $5. Tickets 
can be purchased at the UPS information center 
or by calling 879-3419. 
Ruston Inn not 
'best,' but tasty 
KRISTINE ERICKSON 
A&E Editor 
When I drive down Pearl on my way to work, a sign read-
ing "Best food in town" constantly catches my eye. This 
sign belongs to the Ruston Inn, which doesn't look like much 
from the outside—in fact, it 
looks like the entrance to a truck 
stop. I decided to see for myself, 
and I was pleasantly surprised. 
Walking into the establish-
ment, I immediately noticed 
cigarette smoke in the air. Fortunately, they seem to restrict 
smoking to their bar area, which is in a separate room from 
the main restaurant. It would have been nice to have a door 
separating the two, however. 
The dining room has all the ambiance of a Denny's, but 
the waitress was attentive and helpful, despite being new. 
The one (albeit, small) disappointment of dinner was the 
beverages. We both ordered a soda ($0.90 for a small, $1.20 
for a large), but they seemed rather watery. 
The menu, though limited (three pages covered breakfast, 
lunch, appetizers, dinner and dessert), offers standard diner 
fare, plus a few unexpected additions such as jalapeno pop-
pers ($5.95), which my companion and I sampled. A serv-
ing of six poppers and ranch for dipping was very tasty. 
Regardless of which entrée you choose, a meal at the 
Ruston Inn comes with plenty of food for your money. My 
companion ordered a hot roast beef sandwich ($6.75), served 
open-faced with mashed potatoes and a generous amount of 
thick brown gravy. 
I chose the fried chicken dinner ($9.95), which was served 
with a choice of tossed salad or the soup of the day, garlic 
bread, vegetable and choice of potato. I chose the soup, a 
spicy Italian sausage concoction that was obviously home-
made and very good. 
The chicken was done to perfection. It was very delicately 
breaded and the color was a gorgeous golden brown—just 
crispy enough and not too greasy. It reminded me of my 
mother's fried chicken, which (trust me) is a compliment. 
The corn on the cob was small but perfectly prepared, as 
was the baked potato. The garlic bread is more like garlic 
toast, crunchy and just a little bit greasy, but wonderful. 
Our meals were so generous that we didn't have enough 
room for dessert, but the restaurant offers a selection of pies 
and ice cream ranging from $3-$5. 
Frank's Ruston Inn is situated in the antique district of 
North Pearl Street, between Point Defiance Park and 56th 
St. It has its own little parking lot off the main road and 
offers breakfast (served all day), lunch and dinner. I recom-




ASUPS Senate Proposed By-Law Changes 
Open for debate Thursday, April 26 
Article IV, Sec. 7B(2). Report any breeches- breaches of 
the Constitution, By Laws, or any other official documents 
to the Senate and Student Honor Court. Recommend cor-
rections of these breeehesbreachea to the Senate and Stu-
dent Honor Court. 
Article IV, Sec. 7C( 1). Se 	 ,ten (7) Five (5) students at large. 
Serving a one (1) year term, Funr 	 (4) three (3) students ap- 
pointed in the Spring and three 	 (3) two (2) in Fall, appointed 
by the President in accordance with the By-Laws Article II, 
Section 5. 
Article IV, Sec. 10C(2). One 	 (1) Two (2) Senators. 
Article IV, Sec. C(1). Two (2) students at large. Non-staff 
members of the student-sponsored  media selected by the 
Vice President with alternating two (2) year terms. 
b. 	 The -newly appointed stad.,nt at lap., is SCA-ri-tary. 
Article II, Sec. 1E All legislative action must be presented 
in written Senate Bill format available two (2) calendar prior 
to the formal Senate meeting at which it will be presented. 
New legislation may be introduced during a formal senate 
meeting with the approval of 2/3 of the Senate.  
"Crocodile Dundee 




Not worth your time 
Rent it when there's 
nothing better to do 
*** 
Worth seeing 
one of these days 
Run, don't walk, to 
the theater! 
** 
New 'Crocodile Dundee' film flunks 
KATI EEN SULLIVAN 
Staf Yriter 
ny is the name of the game in Simon 
Win 's third—yes, third—Crocodile Dundee 
film 'rocotlile Dundee in Los Angeles." 
D i te a title including Crocodile and main 
char .2,r Mick's pre-established reputation as one 
of tl )est Crocodile hunters down under, there 
are no crocodile fight- 
ing scenes in the en- 
tire movie. Sure, there 
are a few skirmishes 
with skunks and li-
ons, but there are no crocodile fight scenes where 
the audience squirms with bated breath. 
It's also ironic that this Crocodile Dundee se-
quel, a film that pokes fun at the inevitable failure 
of other sequels, is a catastrophe itself. 
Why does this film lack the excitement of the 
previous Dundee films? For one, the acting is un-
inspired and dull. Main character Mick Dundee 
(Paul Hogan) still has his Aussie charm and wit, 
but his sharpness is as slow as dripping peanut 
butter. His usual intimate connection with wild ani-
mals falls short in the Hollywood setting, making 
him look like a bronzed Dr. 
Doolittle instead of a hard-core 
croc wrestler. His gentle inter-
actions with his adorable son, 
Mike, make up for it a little bit 
by creating a slight depth of 
character, but other than that he 
appears nothing more than a su-
perhero wannabe. 
Mick's wife—er, wait, 
they're still not married—his 
significant other, Sue Charleton 
(Linda Kozlowski), lacks the 
vivacity with which she first 
captured Mick in New York. To 
make things interesting, Sue is 
offered a position back in the states doing exposé articles for 
her father's newspaper, once again placing Mick in an un-
comfortable urban setting. 
Sue predictably ends up in a dilemma when Mick attempts 
to help her (but inevitably causes more harm than good) when 
she's writing her latest article. In the midst of this monoto-
nous plot, the viewer can hardly tell that Mick and Sue are 
even a couple allegedly in love because the distance between 
them is so great. 
This movie lacks in all categories. It runs the gamut of bad 
acting, bad writing and overplayed jokes. The most interesting 
part of this 90-minute commercial was the cameo appearance 
of forever great athlete Mike Tyson. So go see this movie if 
you really wish to see Mick "Crocodile" Dundee, the best croc 
hunter in the outback, drive his Subaru around LA and drink 
Fosters. But if you aren't the biggest Dundee fan, stay home. 
Paul Hogan as Mick Dundee and Linda Kozlowski as 
Sue Carleton in "Crocodile Dundee in Los Angeles." 
NI de 
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'Poses' doesn't impose on ears 
Dreamworks Records is soon to release 
Rufus Wainwright's Poses, an inspiringly 
imperfect and solid release from a talented 
figure—one to be reckoned with, and, more 
to the point, one to be listened to earnestly. 
Rufus Wainwright was raised in 
Montreal, Canada, by a pair of singer-
songwriters, one of whom wrote the tenth 
track, "One Man Guy." One of those pesky 
wunderkind acts, he began touring at 13, 
making a big splash in Canada. According 
to Dreamworks, his song 
"I'm A-Runnin"' was 
nominated for the Canadian 
equivalent of a Grammy—
and we all know how 
meaningful those are. 
Apparently, Wainwright has a taste for 
the operatic—he once aspired to be an op-
era composer—which explains both the ap-
pealing dramatic quality of the album and 
the album's sprawling prolixity. 
Wainwright opens the CD with the beau-
tifully flowing "Cigarettes and Chocolate 
Milk," a simple beat and simpler harmony 
to which he adds a lovely, lyrical melody, 
and despite some sappy instrumentals 
(which in fact end up adding more charm 
than they take away), the song brings the 
CD in beautifully. 
"Greek Song" has an oddly distant, ex- 
otic quality to it, and though it is a prettily 
written tune, it seems singularly unsuited 
for Wainwright's voice. Nevertheless, it is 
a nice, atmospheric track. 
Moreover, track three, the title track, is 
a significant improvement. The swaying, 
delicate chorus brings back the memories 
of an unrequited love. "Poses" is one of 
the finest tracks on the album; though a bit 
repetitive, it is a beautiful piece of writing 
and a moving piece of music. 
"Shadows" begins with an ominously 
blues-like intro, that offers a glimmer of 
hope that Wainwright is going to change 
the tempo a little bit. In fact, 
he doesn't change it very 
much, but enough to avoid too 
catatonic of a coma. As usual, 
it's a fine song, skillfully ar- 
ranged and well produced by Alex Gifford, 
who co-wrote the track with Wainwright. 
Not all is skillful in the album, however. 
Track 5, "California," is a clumsy and awk-
ward tune that even Wainwright's potent 
vocals can't salvage. It's an irritating, mu-
sically shallow track and far less thought-
ful than it pretends to be. 
The emotional ballad "The Tower of 
Learning" is a showcase of Wainwright's 
quirky but effective melodic idiosyncrasies. 
Though he adds a few new wrinkles to make 
the track enjoyable, it wears on far too long. 
It makes a Pierce matriculation lecture look 
like a Horatian epigram. 
Conversely, "Grey Gardens" is a quick, 
effectively paced and tuneful song, retro-
spective and evocative. Track eight, "Rebel 
Prince,"'is equally successful. It has a bril-
liant and unusual contour to it, with some 
lovely instrumentals, and Wainwright em-
ploys his atypical musical sensibility with 
fine results. 
`The Consort" is an unnecessarily dreary, 
wearisome track, though it is as well-sung 
as most of the tracks are. I'm not saying it's 
a bad song—merely dull and tedious beyond 
my ability to loquaciously communicate. 
Loudon Wainwright III's "One Man 
Guy" is an ol'-fashioned, acoustic track, a 
little bit country and a bigger bit folk, a truly 
fine and unpretentious addition to an album 
that, in spite of its many forthright strengths, 
tends to be a bit on the dense side. 
"Evil Angel," in many respects a lovely 
track, and inventively dished up for our lis-
tening delights, is intense, with an excel-
lent character. Wainwright sings it with 
gusto and dramatic flair. 
The final ballad, "In a Graveyard," a 
surprisingly brief and penetrating close 
to Poses, is a reminder that amid this 
album's slower moments, occasional 
pretension and musical zealotry lies a 
truly inspired musical sensibility and an 
unusually talented singer-songwriter. 
Unlike so many "artists," Wainwright re-
minds us why we listen to music. This 
album's a keeper. 
JOSH EPSTEIN 
Staff Writer 
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(out of 5 stars) 
Price: $59.99 
Platform: N64 
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Aerosmith's /Just Push Play garners mixed review 
JEFFREY MATTHEWS 
Guest Writer 
For the diehard fan, the initial screening of a new Aerosmith 
album approaches a religious experience. 
The house is made silent. A chilled sarsaparilla is retrieved. 
The disk is carefully unwrapped and laid into the CD player. 
The headphones are slipped into place. The volume knob is 
then turned up. 
Then, one just pushes play, sits back and prays for guitars 
and greatness. Aerosmith's new release Just Push Play deliv-
ers to the faithful. Sometimes. 
One of the many remarkable aspects of this Boston-born 
band is its ability produce good quality, original rock n' roll 
after 30 years in the industry. Creativity is, in fact, the primary 
strength of the new album. 
Five of the first six offerings shine brightly. 
"Beyond Beautiful" opens the album. It is a loud, textured, 
take-no-prisoner assault that could make the likes of both 
Jimmy Page and George Harrison proud. The electric sitarish 
rhythms, the thunderous base lines and the scorching guitar 
leads pronounce that there is monstrous horse-
power still revving under Aerosmith's well-
worn hood. 
The title track, "Just Push Play," follows. It 
is almost beyond description. The song begins 
with some sort of vocal-high-hat harmonic Ja-
maican shuffle that is joined by a catchy D-chord rhythm that 
was often featured in peppy Jackson Five numbers. This is all 
quickly overcome by a heavy electric guitar hook and scat-
tered vocals. The song gets more intriguing after that, and, as 
Steven Tyler sings: "...head down spin around, get a little 
refried, if that don't get it, you can ketch it on the b- side, just 
push play!" 
Just Push Play's first single, "Jaded," bats third in the lineup, 
and is perhaps the most elementary, and relatively under-pro-
duced track on the entire disc. While my students are already 
whining about radio-play overkill, this is a solid piece of rock 
artistry deserving of its current top ten status on the Billboard 
chart. Admittedly, it is best heard in the context of the first two 
hard driving, fast-paced cuts. 
Track four, the formulaic ballad "Fly Away From 
Here," should be passed over immediately by any-
one who likes Aerosmith because of the band's mol-
ten rock-guitar core. After riding the musical buzz 
of the first three songs, I nearly threw off the head-
phones and upchucked my beverage when I heard 
the early notes of this utterly predictable pop screed. 
The innovative fun returns with "Trip Hoppin," which in-
cludes searing lead guitars and a bright, tight horn section cour-
tesy of legendary group Tower of Power. After track six, "Sun-
shine," a guttural, psychedelic tribute to Lewis Carroll's 
"Alice's Adventures in Wonderland," the real gold packed into  
the Just Push Play mine shines. 
Fair-weather fans, especially those not attached to Joe Perry 
and Brad Whitford's dominating guitar riffs, might be more 
enamored with some of the other tunes. After all, much of 
Aerosmith's amazing popular success, especially since 1987, 
has been built on a foundation of love and love-lost themed 
power ballads. 
The band's first-ever single, 1973's "Dream On," has been 
a mainstay on American radio for nearly three decades, shu- 
t ing space in the public's memory alongside of the two pre-
eminent classics "Stairway to Heaven" and "Freebird." 
g Unlike Led Zeppelin and Lynyrd Skynyrd, however, 
Aerosmith has gone on to perfect the art form, writing a series 
of big hit ballads including "Angel," "Cryin'," "Amazing" and 
"I Don't Want To Miss A Thing," all of which benefited from 
heavy rotation on MTV. 
Not surprisingly, Just Push Play features several radio-
friendly ballads—the aforementioned "Fly Away From Here," 
"Luv Lives" and "Avant Garden." The latter stands out as the 
most original, featuring some acoustic guitar playing that is a 
bit novel for the group. 
You can bet the family farm that Sony/Columbia will re-
lease one of these ballads as the follow-up to "Jaded." The 
best choice would be "Luv Lives," an expertly crafted number 
that closely follows the intimate, countrified love-scorned motif 
of 1989's "What It Takes" and 1993's "Crazy." 
Just Push Play is a good, if uneven, album that is compa-
rable to the band's last two multi-platinum CDs Get A Grip 
and Nine Lives. If you like what Aerosmith has been cranking 
out in the last 15 years, I recommend you buy it. But walk, 
don't run. 
Jeffrey Matthews is an associate professor of business and 
public administration at the University of Puget Sound. 
'Conker's Bad Fur Day' horrific 
cute to ultra-crude. 
This approach was easily rewarded 
with an "M" rating—the equivalent of 
an "R" movie—for sexual content, foul 
language and toilet humor. The rating is 
misleading, however. While the label 
"M" stands for mature, no mature per-
son should be caught playing this game. 
The humor in "BFD" grossly insults 
your intelligence. Hearing the f-word 
muttered literally hundreds of times 
throughout the game just becomes mo- 
notonous. Getting Conker 
Q ame drunk also quickly loses its 
novelty. And while many 
ii ev;ew gamers have requested more 
mature games, no one wants 
to see furry rodents vomiting everywhere 
and cows with diarrhea. 
"Conker's Bad Fur Day" is not a bad 
game because of terrible humor or ex-
plicit content. "BFD" is a bad game be-
cause it is just not fun to play. The 
gameplay consists of incredibly difficult 
scenarios that require luck rather than 
actual skill—a perfect combination for 
player frustration. 
In a particularly memorable scene, the 
player must help 
Conker push a ball of 
cow feces up to the top 
of a hill. The game de-
signers made the path 
so narrow that the 
player unavoidably 
falls off and must start 
over several times. The 
scene is downright dis-
gusting the first time 
through, let alone the 
inevitable fourth. 
Perhaps the most in- 
This is the final Trail of 
the semester. Best of luck 
to the Class of 2001 and 




Nintendo's latest N64 title has you 
swim through a river of human excre-
ments, help a lascivious bee pollinate a 
big-breasted daisy and urinate on pend-
ing foes. This is all coming from the 
video game giant that has a reputation 
for manufacturing high-quality games 
that appeal to all ages. Nintendo has 
failed in both areas with "Conker's. Bad 
Fur Day" ("BFD"). 
"BFD" comes from 
Nintendo's most renowned 
subsidiary, Rare Ltd. This UK-
based software company is re-
sponsible for some of the best children's 
games in the N64 software library, like 
"Diddy Kong Racing," the "Banjo 
Kazooie" series and "Donkey Kong 64." 
Needless to say, Rare's software has only 
strengthened Nintendo's clean image—
well, up until now. 
Conker is the star of "BFD," a bright-
eyed, bushy-tailed squirrel who looks 
unmistakably like a Disney character. 
The game begins with Conker stumbling 
around in a drunken stupor after a long 
night at the local tavern. He then begins 
his bad day the following morning with 
a bad hangover and no sense of direc-
tion. Your quest is to guide the alcoholic 
squirrel home. And yes, this is a 
Nintendo game. 
Ironically, the Conker N64 project 
originally began as a children's game, 
but when first previewed to the public, 
Rare received heavy criticism for creat-
ing yet another juvenile game. The com-
pany took note, and turned the Conker 
project completely around—from ultra- 
suiting aspect of "Conker's Bad Fur 
Day" is its. marketing campaign. 
Nintendo has chosen college students as 
its target audience and has begun an ad-
vertising campaign in Maxim, Details 
and Men's Fitness and is currently spon-
soring Playboy's college campus tour. 
Somehow, Nintendo figured hours of 
gameplay involving raw sewage and cur-
vaceous female animals is exactly the 
type of game college students are look-
ing for, underestimating our intelligence. 
To the game's credit, amidst the crude-
ness and juvenile sexual themes, "BFD" 
does have its moments of comic ge-
nius—the movie parodies are definitely 
the most enjoyable. In the scenario "Sav-
ing Private Rodent," Conker finds him-
self on the beaches of Normandy play-
ing out the events of Spielberg's World 
War II classic. And the wonderfully cho-
reographed scenario "Enter the Vertex" 
throws Conker into a scene taken from 
"The Matrix." It's hard not to laugh when 
seeing Conker in a black trench coat, 
dodging bullets in slow motion. 
Thankfully, "Conker's Bad Fur Day" 
has received a lukewarm response on the 
retail level. Nintendo 
only moved 23,000 cop-
ies of "BFD" during its 
first week—one of the 
worst game launches in 
the company's history. 
Hopefully, continued 
consumer apathy to-
ward this game will 
send a clear message to 
Nintendo—"Conker's 
Bad Fur Day" was a 
horrible idea definitely 
not worth repeating. 
No.+. 
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Packing it u 
THE UPS AND DOWNS of a cross 
country road trip can be tedious and 
unpredictable. As long as you take 
he right necessities and plan ahead, 
ou shouldn't run into too many 
bumps in the road. 
First and foremost, make sure to 
check up on the car. Do a quick oil 
change, followed by a gas fill-up. And 
while you're there, don't forget to 
grab an air freshener or two; you 
never know when a skunk is going to 
grace your nostrils with his presence. 
GROCERY STORES are a great 
place to pull over and pick up some 
small travel necessities. Rush right 
for the toilet paper isle and grab a 
small four pack. The country 
stretches of highway get very long, 
with no bathroom for 50 miles a 
stretch. Also, pick up some 
beverages of choice to fill the small 
cooler you should have in the back. 
Also, Handi-Snacks are good in-
between bites. Try to avoid anything 
that's labeled "fresh." Chances are it 
won't be so fresh after you've had it 
in the car a day or two 
If you plan on saving money 
skipping the hotels, bring along a 
tent or two and sleeping bags for, 
all. State parks cover the nation and 
you're sure to find a spot for th 
night in all of them. 
Don't forget the music! Make sure 
you have freshly-burned copies of all 
your music from home. While it's an 
absolute must to have a huge 
collection with you, it's a definite bust 
if they're all scratched by the time 
you get home. A couple day's worth 
f work could save you hundreds of 





the essentials?  
FEATURES 
Every summer the same 
thought enters millions of 
college students' minds: 
What am I going to do this 
summer? Some get jobs, 
some attend school and 
some do nothing. While 
pondering what you're 
going to do, give a 
nationwide road trip 
consideration. Scenic 
destinations, great food 
and an overwhelming 
feeling that you and a 
group of friends are all on 
your own are just a few 
highlights of a car journey 
on the great network of 
national interstates. So 
get a car, gather some 
food, a little money and 
try a few of these 
suggestions across 
America. 
From the wig 
West to the ()dens 
East, this route o 
involved road trip 
an exceedincily di 
totaling over 12( 
count all the potE 
and parallel outE 
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US HWY 101 
Starting at the northwest tip of the 
United States at Olympic National Park, 
and remaining within sight of the P cifi( 
Ocean almost all the way south to he 
Mexican border, this 1,500-mile, m stly 
two-lane route takes in everything rn 
temperate rainforest to near-desert . c 
of it is in the public domain, freely (if n( 
always easily) accessible and protected 
from development within national, tat( 
and local parks, which provide habitat f 
such rare creatures as mountain lions, 
condors and gray whales. 
Heading south, after the rough-ond -
tumble logging and fishing communitie! 
Washington state, you cross the mouth 
the Columbia River and follow the 
comparatively peaceful and quiet Oregc 
coastline, where recreation has by iod 
large replaced industry, and where doz( 
of quaint and not-so-quaint communitiE 
line the ever-changing shoreline. At the 
midway point you pass through the gre 
redwood forests of Northern California, 
where the tallest and most majestic livi 
things on earth line the "Avenue off. le 
Giants," home also to some remnants o 
the golden age of car-borne tourism: di 
through trees, drive-on trees houses 
carved out of trees, and much more. Ti 
phenomenally beautiful coastline of 
Northern California is rivaled only bibth , 
incredible coast of Big Sur farther soutl -
beyond which stretch the beachfronts c 
Southern California. The land of palm 
trees, beach boys and surfer girls o f 
 





































































e-open spaces of the 
urban jungles of the 
`ers the longest and most 
in the book. Connecting 
,erse range of places and 
) rrs—many more if you 
%al detours, side trips 
i—US-20 takes in a little 
itsltwo-lane trek from 
:oast o the glorious sea 
Cod. Superlative sights 
the world, New 
Wyoming's 
ial P rk; the great cities 
:ago .nd two halls of 
'land celebrating rock 'n' 
oop- rstown idolizing the 
American pastime, baseball. Odd museums, 
classic diners, idyllic towns and post-
industrial decay—you'll find it all along this 
great cross-country highway. 
This route also offers unprecedented 
opportunities for following in the footsteps 
of pilgrims and pioneers. Starting in the 
West, the route parallels, and in places runs 
right on top of, the broad path that formed 
the Oregon Trail. Midway across the 
country, you can visit two notable 
monuments, Mount Rushmore and 
Carhenge or you also can drive across the 
Sand Hills of northern Nebraska on your 
way past Iowa's "Field of Dreams," and see 
for yourself what's so great about the Great 
Plains. 
Crossing the Mississippi River at 
Dubuque, which along with Galena on the 
Illinois side are two of the oldest 
settlements of what was once the nation's 
western frontier, US-20 stops off for a look 
at Chicago before winding east through the  
newly-resurgent, former "Rust Belt" along 
the Great Lakes. Though scythed by 
freeways and mailed very nearly to death, 
this region also holds some perfectly 
preserved historic sites, including Amish 
farmlands and the automobile plants 
responsible for the country's classiest cars. 
In the East, there is so much to see that 
we've split the route into two alternates, 
both of which bypass the freeways and 
tourist traps in favor of more fascinating 
places, many you may never have heard 
about. The more traveled route follows US-
20 along a historical middle ground between 
the slow boats of the Erie Canal and the 
high-speed toll road of the I-90/New York 
Thruway, winding along the north edge of 
the lovely Finger Lakes and detouring to the 
intriguing smaller cities of upstate New York 
before crossing the Hudson River into the 
Berkshires of western Massachusetts. The 
historic Mohawk Trail carries us past 
Lexington and Concord and into Boston,  
retracing Paul Revere's historic ride in 
reverse. 
A southerly alternative is provided by 
little-known US-6, which twists across 
Allegheny hill country. Here "Pennsylvania 
Crude" oil was first discovered and coal 
mines fed the iron furnaces of Scranton. 
Slipping around the backside of New York 
City's upper-crust suburbs, US-6 curves east 
across Connecticut and Rhode Island, 
among the picturesque villages and 
Industrial Revolution-era relics you just can't 
see from 1-95, before winding up at the 
lively Cape Cod resort of Provincetown—the 
place where the Pilgrims really arrived in 
America, way back in 1620—weeks before 
setting foot on Plymouth Rock. 
Montana 
to Mexico 
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in the southernmost quarter of the state. 
Along with the overwhelming scale of its 
natural beauty, the West Coast is 
remarkable for the abundance of well-
preserved historic sites—most of which 
haven't been torn down, built on or even 
built around—that stand as vivid evocations 
of life on what was once the most distant 
frontier of the New World. While rarely as 
old as places on the East Coast, or as 
impressive as those in Europe, West Coast 
sites are quite diverse and include the 
Spanish colonial missions of California, 
Russian and English fur-trading outposts, 
and the place where Lewis and Clark first 
sighted the Pacific after their long slog 
across the continent. 
Last but certainly not least are the 
energizing cities—Seattle in the north, San 
Francisco in the middle, and Los Angeles 
and San Diego to the south—which serve 
as gateways to (or refuges from) the 
landscapes in between them. Add to these 
the dozens of small and not-so-small towns 
along the coast, with alternating blue-collar 
ports and upscale vacation retreats, and 
you have a great range of food, drink and 
accommodation options. Local cafes, 
seafood grills and bijou restaurants 
abound, as do places to stay—from youth 
hostels in old lighthouses to roadside 
motels (including the world's first, which 
still stands in lovely San Luis Obispo,  
n 
The western United States is often 
described as a land of contrasts, and no 
route through it gives a sharper sense of 
the region's extremes than US-93. Starting 
in the north at the foot of the Rocky 
Mountains, and winding up in the south at 
the Sonora Desert border town of Nogales, 
US-93 traverses some of the wildest and 
ruggedest lands the country has to offer: 
mighty mountains, raging rivers and two 
very different deserts. Besides offering up-
close looks at mile after mile of magnificent 
and almost completely untouched 
wilderness, US-93 also takes you right 
through the neon heart of what is surely 
the most extreme (and most extremely 
visual) example of our contemporary 
"civilization": Las Vegas. 
The route divides into two completely 
different halves. The northern section, from 
the Canadian border south as far as Sun 
Valley, Idaho, is pure Rocky Mountain 
majesty. From the western flanks of Glacier 
National Park, US-93 runs along river 
valleys through diverse communities where 
skiing, hiking, and sightseeing have 
replaced mining and lumbering as the 
economic engines. South of Kalispell, the 
highway winds across the Flathead Indian 
Reservation along the western shores of 
Flathead Lake to Missoula, Western 
Montana's natural beauty reaches a peak in 
the Bitterroot Valley. 
As you pass over the Bitterroots into 
Idaho along the Continental Divide, the 
scenery remains impressive as US-93 winds 
along the banks of the Salmon River, all the  
way to its source in the serrated Sawtooth 
Mountains, then drops down swifty into 
Sun Valley, the oldest and most upscale ski 
resort in the country. 
South of Sun Valley, however, everything 
changes very suddenly. Roaring rivers and 
mountain forests give way to lava flows 
and deserted deserts, as US-93 races 
across the inhospitable landscape of the 
Snake River plain. The one real sight is the 
Snake River itself, which has carved itself 
into a deep gorge near Twin Falls. 
Continuing south into Nevada, US-93 
embarks on what is truly, if not officially, 
the "Loneliest Road in America," traveling 
across 500 miles of Great Basin desert. 
Though not for the faint-hearted (or those 
with unreliable cars!) it's an unforgettably 
beautiful journey; after hours (or days) of 
existential solitude, you drop down into the 
frenetic boomtown of Las Vegas. 
Crossing Hoover Dam into Arizona, the 
route crosses old Route 66 west of the 
Grand Canyon, then races southeast across 
the lush Sonora Desert—known as the 
"world's greenest desert" because of its 
, abundant flora and fauna—through Phoenix 
and Tucson to the Mexican border. This last 
stretch is among the most fascinating 100 
miles of highway in the country, taking you 
past such unique sights as the Biosphere II 
scientific research center, the country's only 
intact Cold War-era missile silo and a 
centuries-old missionary church, one of the 
most captivating pieces of architecture in 
the western U.S. 
d,,eis1111111111 
Kelsey Weidkamp swings for the fences against Pacific Lutheran University. 
Olin Wick waits for a good pitch in the game against Whitworth. 
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Coming off a brilliant fall and winter season which saw 
the Loggers earn conference championship titles in men's 
cross country, volleyball, and women's soccer and swim-
ming, in addition to second place finishes in men's soccer 
and swimming, the UPS sports teams have thus far had mixed 
results in the spring season. 
The golf team has had both its fair share of successes and 
problems. Unable to field a full team, the women have unfor-
tunately been unable to compete as a team. The men, how-
ever, have been buoyed by strong play from freshman Travis 
Anderson and senior co-captain Brett Schlaemus. At the Pa-
cific University Invitational, Anderson earned the Dande Ath-
lete of the Week award for shooting a hole on one on the par-
three third hole. His shot helped him wind up with a 75-74-
149 score, which was good enough for third place of the 40 
competitors. 






fell short of the 
title by only 
seven strokes. 
The men's NWC championships at Blue River, Ore. saw UPS 
come up short again to PLU, finishing in second place by 24 
strokes. Anderson and Allen ,who finished in third and sixth 
place, respectively, were named to the All-Northwest Con-
ference team. 
Before the softball season had commenced, league coaches 
had picked Pacific Lutheran to repeat as three-time NWC 
softball champs. Thus far, PLU has done its part to maintain 
their streak. UPS was picked to finish third behind Willamette, 
and while Willamette currently stands in sixth place, the Log-
ger women have held their ground at third place in the con-
ference. The women stand a half game behind Linfield, al-
though PLU has already clinched the league title. Over the 
April 21-22 weekend, the Loggers annihilated the Lewis and 
Clark Pioneers. Beginning with a doubleheader Saturday, the 
women rolled to a pair of 11-0 and 7-6 victories. The next  
day, UPS came out and 
smoked the Pioneers once 
again, 5-3, for the series 
sweep. The softball team 
will conclude its regular 
season with another trio of 
games against Willamette 
here at UPS. A double-
header will take place start-
ing at 2 p.m. on Saturday, 
April 28, and the third 
game will be played at 
noon on Sunday, April 29. 
At the NWC Multi-event 
Championships, the UPS 
track team could not over-
come Linfield in the men's 
decathlon and Whitworth 
and Willamette in the 
women's heptathlon. 
Linfield took the top four 
men's spots, but senior Dan 
Gargas took fifth in the 
men's event, with 5394 
points, just 160 points off 
fourth place. In the 
women's event, junior Julie 
Vanni's 4110 points were 
good enough for a runner-up placing, and provisionally quali-
fied her for the heptathlon at nationals in May. Only 40 points 
separated Vanni and Whitworth champ Jessica Austin. In ad-
dition, senior Jamie Questa, already having a solid season, 
bolstered her reputation as one of the conferences top throwers 
with a personal best and school record 150'9" hammer throw 
at the Northwest Conference relays. The toss has earned Questa 
a provisional NCAA Division III national qualification. Fi-
nally, the distance medley team of sophomores Ben Kevan 
and JR Flowerree plus freshmen Tyler Sellon and Dan McLean 
set a new school record with a time of 10:22:10. 
The track season will extend significantly beyond the end 
of the academic school year. Upcoming events include the 
WWU Twilight Meet on Friday, April 27, the NWC champi- 
onships on May 4-5, the Seattle Pacific Invitational on May 
12, the Last Chance Meet on May 19, and the NCAA National 
Championships in 
Decatur, IL, over 
May 24-26. 
Both the men's 
lacrosse club team 
and the women's 
varsity team have 
put up solid seasons 
thus far. The 
women's lacrosse 
team has struggled 
this year to cope 
with mounting inju-
ries, but has still put 
up some great num-
bers. Through April 
20, the women had 
a 3-2 record, but 
their league record 
is a bit deceptive. 
The women have 
played 13 exhibi-
tion matches 
(mostly club teams) 
and five other var-
sity teams and have 
put up some signifi-
cant wins, including 
taking the red divi-
sion championship 
trophy at the West- 
z em States tourna-
o 4 ment at University 
of 	 California, 
Davis, just a few 
weeks ago. The Pa- 
cific Northwest Lacrosse tournament will be held over April 
28-29 in Portland. The men's club team had one of its best 
seasons in its reasonably short history, as the Loggers emerged 
with a 5-3 record and several shining stars. 
The baseball team was predicted to finish sixth in the con-
ference, and unfortunately has had a rough season. After los-
ing a solid core of players from last year's team, including 
four all-conference players, the Loggers began the year with 
nearly half the team comprised of newcomers—either fresh-
men or transfers. After gaining some good experience in play-
ing teams from around the country in various tournaments at 
the beginning of the season, UPS ran into difficulties when 
George Fox, Whitworth, Willamette, and Pacific each took two 
of three games down the stretch. The men will have a three 
game series against Linfield, consisting of a double header on 
April 27 starting at 1 p.m. followed by a game on April 28 at 
noon. 
The men's and women's tennis teams traveled to Yakima, 
WA, for the season ending championships. Both the men and 
women went in as the fourth seed and both emerged with fourth 
place credentials. The men started things off well by taking 
Whitworth down, 4-3. The match was much closer than previ-
ous matches against Whitworth, but UPS was unaccustomed 
to playing outdoors, as the presence of our indoor courts and 
conditions in Tacoma often make it unfeasible to play out-
doors. The outdoor conditions clearly were a factor, as seniors 
Paul Kelley and Robbie Cunningham, playing in their second-
to-last matches, took hard-fought three set losses. UPS ad-
vanced to play PLU, and took a 6-1 loss. Sophomore Bjorn 
Erickson provided the only victory, at number six singles, as 
UPS got swept in the other singles and the doubles. Linfield, 
Pacific Lutheran and Whitman were the top three teams in 
both the men and women conference standings, and Pacific 
Lutheran wound up taking both titles at the tournament. Linfield 
defeated Whitman in the semifinals and then lost to PLU in 
the championship match, 4-2. UPS wound up taking fourth 
place after losing to Whitman 6-1 in the third-place match. 
Junior Andy Loveless defeated Whitman's Tim Mullin, who 
was considered one of the best players in the NWC in the pre-
season, to earn the lone victory. 
On the women's side, the Loggers also faced Whitworth in 
the first round and emerged with a 5-4 victory. In the semifi-
nals, Linfield downed the Loggers 6-3, with two close victo-
ries, 9-7, and 8-6, in the number one and two doubles, respec-
tively. Sophomore Jade-Lin Wong did her part over the week-
end with two hard-fought three set victories in singles and a 
doubles win over Whitworth. In the championship match, PLU 
topped Linfield 5-4 for the title. The women lost a 5-4 deci-
sion to Whitman in the third-place match, despite taking four 
of the six singles. Team number one's Loveless and Hiramoto 
were named to their respective All-Conference Teams after 






The UPS varsity men's crew eight team catches their wind after a race at the Cascade Sprints. 
The dream of being a professional counselor. It starts with a desire to help 
people feel better about themselves. And it's within your reach at WSPP. Our 
evening and weekend schedules and online courses offer the flexibility you're 
looking for. And our professors are some of the area's top doctoral level 
counselors and psychologists. So you'll learn from the best, and be even better 
prepared for your career. 
GRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED 
Mental Health Counseling (M.A.) 
Doctorate in Clinical Psychology (Psy. D.) 
Clinical Psychology (M.A.) 
WSPP is accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools 
INCA, 30 N. LaSalle, Suite 2400, Chicago, IL 60602-2504, 800-621-7440). 
American Psychological Association, 750 First St. N.E., Washington, DC 200002-4242 (202) 336-5979 
ASPP 
Washington School of 
Professional Psychology 
CHANGING THE FACE OF PSYCHOLOGY .  
Seattle Campus 
1019 8th Ave North 
Seattle, WA 98109 
AMERICAN SCHOOLS OF PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
Visit us at www.aspp.edu or see our online courses at http://argosy.aspp.edu  
1-888-488-7537 	 ()Argosy Education Group, Inc. 2001 
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Men's Crew takes first conference 
championship in Logger history 
With a dominant performance at the 
Northwest Conference of Rowing Col-
lege Championships on Saturday, April 
21, the University of Puget Sound Crew 
team established itself as one of the top 
powers in the Northwest region. 
At the NWC Championships—also 
known as the Cascade Sprints—the Log-
ger varsity men's eight dethroned reign-
ing champion Western Washington Uni-
versity by a slim margin of 1.2 seconds. 
UPS at first looked to be coasting to an 
easy victory, establishing a full boat 
length lead over the first 1500 meters. 
However, Western made their move in 
the last 200 meters, cutting the margin 
down to four seats. UPS maintained their 
advantage, though, finishing with a win-
ning time of 6:16.8 to Western's 6:18.0 
second place finish. Rounding out the 
final eight were Oregon in 6:31.6, Lewis 
and Clark in 6:32.9, Pacific Lutheran in 
6:35.5, Western Washington junior var-
sity in 6:37.1, Willamette in 6:47.7 and 
Humboldt State in 6:53.6 
With the Cascade Sprints victory, 
Puget Sound earned a berth in the Cas-
cade Cup. The UPS varsity eight team—
seniors Mark Marshall, Jeremy Meyer, 
Greg Spooner and Andy Weidman, jun-
iors Jon Galloway, Karl Miller and Tyler 
Plant and sophomores Cyrus Brown and 
Tina Wagenaar—will compete against 
the University of Washington's junior 
varsity eight in addition to a collection 
of the top small college and junior var-
sity eights from throughout the North-
west. Washington hosts the Cup at the 
Windemere Cup Regatta on May 5. 
UPS continued its excellent showing 
with varsity four and junior varsity four 
victories on open water. The varsity de-
feated PLU by over six seconds, while 
the junior varsity's closest competitor  
was 14.5 seconds behind. Puget Sound 
again prevailed in the varsity pair com-
petition, as senior Sam Taylor and sopho-
more Kevin Patzelt teamed to fight nasty 
water conditions and breeze to a 19-sec-
ond victory over Willamette, Seattle Pa-
cific, PLU and Seattle University. 
The Logger novice team also rowed 
strongly at the Cascade Sprints. The 
men's eight of sophomore Mike 
Mortenson plus freshmen Brad 
Cjakowski, Nick Edwards, Jordan 
Hannsen, Adam Henson, Bryce Johnson, 
Jessica Kotke, Roan Shaw and Hart Wil-
liams took second place, finishing at 
6:54.7 behind Western's time of 6:50.0. 
The lightweight four of Cjakowski and 
fellow freshmen Nate Bengston, 
Solomon Chou and Kathleen Sullivan 
took first with an impressive time of 
7:34.8, more than 20 seconds faster than 
the second place Western squad. The 
novice team added two more silvers the 
rest of the day, finishing second in both 
of the remaining fours races. 
With the bevy of first and second 
place finishes from both men's teams, 
Puget Sound earned high point honors 
and its first-ever NCRC Men's Confer-
ence Championship. Further accolades 
went to UPS Head Coach Mike Willy, 
who was named Conference Coach of 
the Year. 
The men's team will compete next at 
the WIRA Championships in Sacra-
mento, Calif., on Saturday, April 28. 
• 
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Happily married couple wishes to 
adopt newborn. Pull-time mother 
and successful father to love, care, 
and nurture. Expenses paid. 
ea11 Terry & l3ob 1-800-652-6183 
Death penalty wrong primarily for ethical reasons, not just for judicial flaws 
Dear Editor, 
I am writing to comment on Catherine Cambra's article in the April 19 Trail, concerning 
problems she has with the death penalty. I am also persuaded, like Cambra, that the death 
penalty system is more ineffective than not and that the practice should be abolished. I 
commend Cambra for her analysis of the inconsistencies accompanying capital punishment 
regarding race and social class, and for her consideration of the economic argument that life 
imprisonment for severe criminals is more cost effective than execution. However, I think 
that there is a more basic reason to abolish the death penalty. Even though it is increasingly 
arguable that the death penalty is not an effective deterrent to heinous crime and that it is 
occasionally administered unjustly to the innocent, there is a more important underlying 
issue. It's a matter of principle—one that is simple, yet difficult to swallow. 
Justice shouldn't be based on revenge. It should be based on reparation and reconcilia-
tion. One would hope that justice brings peace to the victims and to society, and not more 
violence. When the act of justice is an act of violence, as is capital punishment, then justice 
is obscured by feelings of anger, revenge, and the temporary satisfaction for some that they 
have "gotten even" with a criminal. The fact of the matter is that the death penalty multi-
plies the amount of violence in our society rather than lessens it. Capital punishment, like 
it or not, supports the very culture of violence that it seeks to discourage. When we restrain 
violent people from harming others, that is one thing. When we torture and kill them, that 
is quite another. Capital punishment returns evil for evil. Whatever happened to the truth 
of "two wrongs don't make a right?" 
When we kill someone on death row (and yes, we have a part in the execution because we 
support the states that sanction its use and carry it out) we judge that this person is not living 
up to our standard of morality, not able to improve and therefore, not worthy to live. Whether 
or not we feel that an execution will bring closure for a victim's family, deter crime or keep 
society safe lest the prisoner escapes, we have nevertheless made the person expendable 
and reduced him into an animal or a damned soul. Some try to rationalize this dehumaniza-
tion; they say that a conscious murderer has breached the social contract or has turned from 
God, and is thereafter sub-human or hellbound. In either case, they have reduced the person 
based on their behavior. Any hint of inherent humanity or dignity in the human is forgotten 
or hidden from our conscience. For those that believe that all created persons are children of 
God, sacred beings or mystically interconnected with nature, that faith is fractured. 
A more peaceful and effective approach to the justice system in our society should be 
based upon valuing the dignity of all people, always. Our prison system needs to be re-
formed so that the humanity and dignity of each prisoner is still acknowledged; though their 
crimes still be condemned. Ever heard of loving the sinner and hating the sin? 
I agree with Cambra's conclusion that certain convicted murderers should receive life 
imprisonment without parole, if only for safety's sake—and should be encouraged to par-
ticipate in activities that help the victim's family. However, when she only makes the socio-
logical arguments to oppose the death penalty, then Carnbra is saying that she would sup-
port it were it administered equally throughout society. She believes that the crimes com-
mitted by some are so heinous that the perpetrators deserve the chair at the very least This 
it seems to me, still comes from a perspective of revenge, retribution and dehumanization. 
Cambra's argument regarding the racism and classism of the death penalty may be the most 
effective political strategy to stop capital punishment, the more important cultural and moral 
part of the debate, though, should be girded with the assertion of universal human dignity 
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Privileges held by white people must be admitted 
• Institutional racism puts minorities at distinct disadvantage, benefits majority 
JASON RONBECK 
Opinions Editor 
Especially when talking to white 
people about the idea of race relations 
in the United States, I often get a re-
sponse such as, "Well, why does race 
really matter?" As nice as it would be 
for this to be true, race does matter—
thinking otherwise is a privilege only 
white people enjoy. 
No, in regard to ability and intelligence, race does not mat-
ter. Pseudo-scientific studies to show otherwise have been 
proven false. All people are equal, then, if you can eliminate 
the societal influences which ultimately shape one's life. 
In short, race is a socially constructed idea. As much as we 
would like to eliminate it, doing so at this point would only 
neglect the damage "race" has caused for non-white people 
for hundreds of years. 
Once people move beyond the ignorant idea that "race 
doesn't matter," they are often willing to accept the belief that, 
yes, there are many minority groups in the country who are 
disadvantaged and underprivileged. 
The feeling of "let me help you" is what has allowed pro-
grams such as affirmative action to exist and for the Civil Rights 
Movement to have had the effect it did. White children nowa-
days are less prone to negatively stereotype non-white people. 
And, for the most part, hate crimes against racial minorities 
have gone down. 
Racism, however, is more complex than just stereotypes and 
acts of violence. While racism does definitely negatively im-
pact non-white people, it also provides white people with com-
fort and a "white privilege" which, unfortunately, is invisible 
to most. 
While eliminating white privilege is next to impossible, the 
idea must be addressed,. especially by whites. White people  
need to, if nothing else, be aware of the ways in which institu-
tional racism benefits them. 
In her paper "White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible 
Knapsack," Peggy McIntosh, who was the associate director 
of the Wellesley College Center for Research on Women, as-
serts, think whites are carefully taught not to recognize white 
privilege," and that as a white person, "I have come to see 
white privilege as an invisible package of unearned assets that 
I can count on cashing in each day, but about which I was 
`meant' to remain oblivious." 
White privilege is the fact that, as far as race goes, being 
"white" isn't a color. Although the term "colored" is no longer 
politically correct and not often used, it implies that white is 
the base human color, and that anyone with non-white skin is 
a deviation from a normal skin color. White is assumed to be 
the "invisible" skin color. 
In the academic world, white privilege can be seen by the 
need for the African-American, Asian and Latin-American 
studies departments (Asian Studies is the only department with 
a major at UPS). As explained earlier, the very creation of 
these departments implies an understanding that, yes, the stan-
dard curriculum fails in some way to extend beyond the scope 
of white issues. In order to truly appreciate and attempt to un-
derstand racial issues in an academic sense, one must take 
classes geared to augment a standard education which fails to 
fully encompass all people. 
Some may argue that white privilege is okay, or will at least 
argue that it is not necessarily a problem. Some will say that 
white people deserve privileges because they successfully civi-
lized most of the Western World... Yeah, and they also say 
that the Ku Klux Klan had no lasting effect yet hypocritically 
bash Nazis. 
Others admit, yes, the majority of the people in society are 
white, and that, by nature, white privilege exists. Though, as 
Robert Jensen, a professor in the Department of Journalism at 
thg VIlivArAttY 13179)04,c-PIVeitiq #9 es sairs*Rut-w, e 
lege, "This approach makes human choices appear outside of 
human control, which is a dodge to avoid moral and political 
responsibility for the injustice we continue to live with." 
There may even be some who contend that people are not 
created equal, and that certain physical and biological limita-
tions exist which make it impossible for everyone to have equal 
opportunities at everything. Yes, that is true, but race is only 
biological and physical in the sense of skin color, and I cannot 
imagine how, physically, skin color could limit anyone. Race 
is a social construction. 
But again, the ability to ignore white privilege exemplifies 
what white privilege is—the privilege to be ignorant. 
The idea of white privilege, however, extends beyond these 
racial issues. Male privilege, heterosexual privilege—the list 
of unfairly privileged groups goes on and on—all create ad-
vantages for people who are in power and unfortunately often 
go unseen. 
Again, we have come to a point where we can recognize 
how sexism and homophobia negatively impact people, but 
few are conscious of how belonging to a dominant group of 
people benefits them. 
What is the solution? Quite honestly, I don't know. All I can 
hope is that awareness will lead to change. No change can 
truly come until we are able to make an attempt to look at the 
world through the eyes of another person. Doing so might show 
us what privileges we each have, and what we can do to en-
sure that everyone shares those privileges. 
One last thought: I may be going out on a limb here, but I 
am guessing that even the fact that I am white (as you can see 
in the little picture) and writing this article, that people will 
react differently than if I were not white. People might think 
I'm feeling guilty or have self-hate, or something like that. I 
have a feeling that if I were not white and writing this, how-
ever, that I would be seen as angry, bitter or preaching counter-
racism. Just keep that in mind as we work to eliminate all types 
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"Probably when the earth- 
quake happened." 
Photo Poll by Erica Nelson 
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Come be a pail of next year's biggest thing. The 
Trail is looking for energetic people to help create a 
Iveekly newspaper that is worthy of national recog-
nition, but focused on students. Previous experience 
in journalism is appreciated, but not mandatory. 
Interviews start Thursday and will be held in the 
Trail 's office (WSC 011). Sign-up fora time and bring 
a cover letter, resume, and examples of work. 
Questions? Contact Keith (kcellis@ups.edu ) or 
Jason (jronbeck@ups.edu) for more information. 
Available positions:  
Advertising Manager, 
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It's time to take a break from my usual 
conservative ranting, and play a quick 
game of Mid-East Mad-Lib. To play, just 
fill in the blanks to generate a typical 
news story: 
"An [ethnicity] man, alleged to have 
close links to Osama bin Laden, the ac- 
cused terrorist mastermind, has emerged 
as a key suspect in [gruesome terrorist act]. [Name of sus-
pect], described by the sources as a Muslim militant, is in cus-
tody in [location] and has told investigators of plans to also 
[gruesome terrorist act #2]." 
Such stories 
might be typical 
of any newspa-
per. The above 
was quoted from 
the Chicago 
Times and Lon-
don Times. A 
critical reading 
of this brings up 
some disturbing 
questions. In the 
pluralist society 
that we strive to 
maintain, why 
does our media 
focus on 
ethnicity and re-
ligion as the 
source of vio-
lence? In particu- 
lar, Muslims and 
Arabs are singled out as terrorists and fanatics. Woe to the 
person who is unfortunate enough to be both. 
One would hope that these factors would be irrelevant to 
the news story at hand. At the very least, they could appear as 
a description of the suspect later in the article. In fact, such 
claims are nearly always found in the lead sentence and are 
even included when no suspect has yet been identified. Such 
speculation was rampant after the Oklahoma City bombing 
carried out, as we now know, by a white Protestant American. 
But that isn't interesting. Once we found out that the bomber 
wasn't a Muslim or an Arab, interest ceased. 
At one point, USA Today went so far as to run a story on the 
second page whose sole content was the fact that Yemen had 
"as yet [had] no evidence linking the Cole bombing to Saudi 
dissident Osama bin Laden." 
It only gets worse. This rampant racism seems to endanger 
the neutrality of the legal system in terrorism cases where an 
Arab is standing trial. Also, it is affecting the political system 
in some distressing ways. Defense lawyers for the men ac-
cused of executing the bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya 
and Tanzania in the summer of 1998 are having trouble find- 
ing expert witnesses to testify in the case. 
Academics who might be called to testify about terrorism 
have refused to return phone calls or to represent a terrorist. 
That's reasonable, but these people haven't been convicted yet! 
The system is supposed to determine whether they are terror-
ists. Furthermore, they weren't being asked to testify about 
the facts of the case, merely to provide background and his-
torical context. CNN has refused to release to the defense team 
a video tape of events in Somalia in 1993 that are said to relate 
to later bombings. 
Furthermore, the irrational fear of all things Arab has given 
additional ammunition to reactionary elements that prefer a 
closed society. The Boston Globe reports that Canada has found 
itself under attack recently for being the gateway for terrorists 
entering this country. The cause, as the argument goes, is not 
just "Canada's 
proximity to the 
United States, but 








one arriving with 
falsified docu-
ments could 
count on drawing 
a government 
check within a 
few weeks." 
Now there are 
some, myself in-
cluded, who 
might like to see 
social welfare programs scaled back. But this is not for the 
explicit purpose of denying aid to immigrants on the grounds 
that one or two of them might turn out to be terrorists. Stricter 
immigration laws are the last thing we need. Just because a 
person was born in Jordan, Saudi Arabia or (dare I even say it) 
Iran is no reason to deny them rights. 
It's time to ask what America stands for. It isn't just for those 
who were born here. It isn't just for those who agree with us 
on the finer points 
of religion. If we 
want an open soci-
ety that respects us, 
we need be sure we 
are respecting oth-
ers. Maybe next 
time you see a story 
constructed as a 
Mid East Mad-Lib 
you'll think twice 
about the story ac-
tually means. 
the LSAT? 
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and 
3000 students later, I don't 
think anyone knows more 
about this test, or how to teach 
it, than I do. That's why I still 
teach my own classes. That's 
why you should call me. 
My nine week course features 
36 hours of class time with 
weekly help sessions and five 
mock exams for the reasonable 
price of $795. 
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now 
for a free seminar: 
524-4915 
News stories reflect prejudice 
• Arabs, Muslims highlighted in terrorism articles 
PiliDraeatt PilaDriLIEI 
To play, just fill in the blanks to generate a news story: 
An 	 man, alleged to have close links to Osama 
(ethnicity) 
bin Laden, the accused terrorist mastermind, has emerged as a key 
suspect in , described 
(gruesome terrorist act) 	 (name of suspect) 
by the sources as a Muslim militant, is in custody in 
and has told investigators of plans to also 
(location) 
(gruesome terrorist act #2) 
Accidents happen 
If you had unprotected sex 
you have 12 hours to act! 
You may need birth control 
You were forced to have sex 
A condom broke or slipped off 
You didn't use any birth control 
You had sex when you didn't 
expect to 
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tive Lindsay Graham 
(R-SC) introduced the 
"Unborn Victims of 
Violence" Act in Con-
gress, she was met with 
great support from the 
National Right to Life 
Committee. They helped her draft the legisla-
tion while facing enormous opposition from 
pro-choice organizations. Pro-life advocates 
of the bill contend that unborn children ought 
to be recognized as victims of violent crimes, 
as current federal laws fail to protect the lives 
of unborn children. Pro-choice advocates ar-
gue that the proposed law establishes fetal 
personhood and undermines Roe v. Wade, 
which ignores the real problem: violence 
against women. 
On July 1, 1999, Graham introduced the act, 
which was inspired, in part, by the case of 
United States v. Robbins—argued before the 
Court of Appeals for the Armed Forces on May 
12, 1999. In 1996, Gregory Robbins, a man 
enlisted in the air force, beat his wife, Karlene, 
to a bloody pulp on the Air Force Base in Ohio 
where they resided. He repeatedly struck his 
wife with blows to her head and abdomen, 
causing their 34-week-old unborn baby, whom 
Karlene later named Jasmine, to expel into her 
abdominal cavity and die. 
Karlene survived a broken nose, a swollen 
eye and a ruptured fetus. Her husband was 
charged with several criminal offenses for 
beating his wife, but Air Force prosecutors 
couldn't charge him with a separate offense 
for killing Jasmine, because under federal 
laws, unborn children aren't recognized. 
Although the story devastates me, and I per-
sonally believe that Gregory Robbins deserves 
the same fate as his unborn child, enacting the 
"Unborn Victims of Violence" bill will only 
shift the focus away from the women who are 
the true victims of violent crimes. It will also 
fixate on elevating the legal status of the fetus 
to that of a human being. 
Backers of the bill insist that under it, a 
woman's ability to have an abortion will re-
main unaffected, because the bill explicitly 
states that prosecutions won't be allowed "for 
conduct relating to an abortion for which the 
consent of the pregnant woman has been ob-
tained or which such consent is implied by law 
in a medical emer- 
gency." But raising the 	  
status of a fetus to that 
of the woman who suf-
fers the primary harm is 
just one of the first steps 
in eroding a woman's 
right to choose. 
This bill poses the 
very real danger of ig-
noring pregnant women 
for whom violence is 
inflicted upon, instead 
of creating new laws for fetuses. This law es-
sentially states that a fetus at any stage of de-
velopment should be considered a victim of a 
federal crime. If the act is enforced, convicted 
offenders of pregnant women would face up 
to three years in prison if the unborn baby suf- 
fers a minor injury and even life imprisonment 
if the baby dies as a result of an attack. 
If the root of the problem is violence against 
women, why don't we just address that issue, 
rather than imposing sentencing on those who 
harm the appendage of pregnant women on 
whom violence is in- 
flicted? Perhaps stricter 
legislation is called for 
concerning those who in-
flict violence against 
women as opposed to in-
directly addressing the 
problem with the "Unborn 
Victims of Violence" Act. 
The House is expected 
to vote on this bill soon. 
I've already written to my 
congress representatives, 
encouraging them to vote against this bill, and 
I urge you to do the same. If Congress wants 
truly to protect women, it'll pass laws that di-
rectly help female victims of violent perpe-
trators. The "Unborn Victims of Violence" Act 
fails in this capacity. 
This bill poses the very 
real danger of ignoring 
pregnant women for whom 
violence is inflicted upon 
while instead creating new 
laws for fetuses. 
Drug companies finally forced 
to help African AIDS patients 
RAYNA FLYE 
Staff Writer 
Finally, a case where pub-
lic shaming has taken effect 
with success. Score zero for 
the pharmaceutical compa-
nies and one for South Afri-
cans and those affected by 
AIDS. It would be more of a 
victory, though, if it were not 
three years later than it should have been. 
What I am referring to is the decision that 39 ma-
jor AIDS/HIV pharmaceutical companies must drop 
their lawsuit against South Africa. The companies 
were suing due to a law that allowed imports of 
cheap or generic forms of the same drugs that help 
AIDS/HIV patients. 
Evidently, these companies complained that they 
could not be innovative if the patent on their drugs 
was not protected. This is a lame excuse for those 
desperate to make a profit off of another's misery. 
While I have no contacts with any pharmaceutical 
scientists, I would guess that their will to research 
would not be damaged if someone else copies what 
they have initially discovered. I sincerely hope that 
they are more altruistic than that. No, this is sim-
ply an excuse by the industries to protect their bot-
tom line. 
Someone might ask why anyone would even take 
this position when there are so many lives at risk. 
Would not the fact that more than 25 million Afri-
cans (not to mention those outside of Africa) are 
living with HIV/AIDS be reason enough to allow 
the entry of generic drugs that could extend their 
lives and assuage their pains? 
What is even more infuriating is the fact that phar-
maceutical companies do not make much money 
off Africa because so few there can actually afford 
the medical treatments. They made a big fuss over 
an entire country that they do not even hold a huge 
market in! Meanwhile, the lives that have evidently 
been lost mean nothing to them. However, like any 
industry, if there is any blood left to squeeze from  
the turnip, they will do it. Some have complained 
that these pharmaceutical companies might win 
through losing. That is, if they can slash their prices 
just low enough, then they can build another case, 
this time stating that their prices are so affordable 
that there really is no need for South Africa to al-
low the entry of generic drugs. 
Patents typically run for 20 years under the Agree-
ment on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Prop-
erty Rights (TRIPS). This is basically an agree-
ment that protects patents internationally. This is 
yet another global policy that desperately needs to 
be re-examined, but that is another story. Had South 
Africa lost the suit, it would have made for a nice 
long wait to receive any of the innovations from 
the pharmaceutical industries in generic form. 
Twenty years often means more than a lifetime for 
those diagnosed with HIV. 
Let me assure those at home that this lawsuit was 
not dropped out of the compassion of the indus-
tries' heart, or through a case of "seeing the light." 
No, the decision was based on good old public 
shame and outrage. 
The lawsuit was quickly becoming a public rela-
tions disaster. They were no longer portrayed as 
kindly industry officials that were looking out for 
researchers, but seen for what they really were: cal-
lous moneygrubbers out to protect their profit. And 
while they may not make a huge amount of money  - 
in South Africa, one can only imagine the conse-
quences for the pharmaceutical companies if they 
had lost. 
Each country that had dutifully adhered to the 
aforementioned TRIPS could feel encouraged to ig-
nore the agreements based on the occurrences in 
South Africa. It was in the best interests of the com-
panies to back down and try to save profit and face. 
While altruism is best, I'll take public shame as a 
cause for industry turn around any day. While the 
companies may have snuck out a win, this has also 
been a victory for countries that want to do what is 
best for their citizens. 
Access to medicine should be treated as a human 
rights issue, not an intellectual property issue. 
LIVh AND LEARN 
JAPANESE! 
The Waseda Oregon Programs take North American and international students to 
the prestigious Waseda University, Thkyo, Japan for academic programs of Japanese 
language and comparative US-Japan Societies study: 
Waseda Oregon Summer Japanese Program 
July 5 - August 17, 2001 _ 
Waseda Oregon 'Fransnational Program 
January 15 - June 23. 2002 
Scholarships of up to 41000 are available for the Transnational Program. For more 
information, contact: 
Waseda Oregon Office 
Portland State University 
(800) 823-7938 	 www.wasedaoregon.org  
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Writer reminisces over year's opinions writing 
Views and ideas subject to change over course of college, require introspection 
AUREA ASTRO 
Assistant Opinions Editor 
It is half-past 2 a.m. 
Monday morning and 
for the life of me, I can't 
think of any opinion 
worthy of the final is-
sue of the Trail. I feel 
like I'm losing my only 
voice on campus, my 
channel for reflection, and my ability to ex-
press opinions without confronting my deathly 
fear of public speaking. 
Oddly enough, though, I feel that by con-
structing the thoughts and theories that inspire 
the writing which follows, I've acquired a su-
preme (you heard me) perspective on a few of 
the most prominent and imperative complexi-
ties known to man: relationships, drinking, and 
politics (warning: more Buchanan dead 
ahead). So, for my last opinions article to the 
Trail (one year was enough excitement for me), 
I thought perhaps I'd address previous articles 
which seemed to inspire the most public in-
teraction (i.e. got me in trouble). 
In an October issue of the Trail, I wrote with 
a bitter heart, "The vast majority of relation-
ships leave a sour aftertaste and lifelong inse-
curities but people still swoon over the first 
good-looking face to cross their path." Reflect-
ing back on this, my forehead furrows when I 
realize the single-for-life status I set myself 
up for back then. 
Couples frequently approached me, boast-
ing the permanence of their love and offering 
any preachy justification they could engender 
on the spot to convince me that two hearts re-
ally could exist as one. 
I would simply nod my head in feigned 
agreement and interest, and think, "yeah, give 
it three more months, buddy." But things have 
changed. I've lived in a dorm with college stu-
dents who have consistently proven not to be  
those whimsical, fantasy-prone, high school 
harvested lust machines, and finally learned 
how to relate with the opposite sex on a stable 
and enduring level. 
At the same time, being directly amidst a 
pool full of young men and women, I have 
seen more relationships spring into existence 
than in my closeted high school experience. 
And now, I can say with almost arrogant au-
thority, I was right. Everlasting romance, the 
knight in shining armor and carefree frolick-
ing are virtually a lost cause at this age. 
The majority (note the word "majority") of 
us are either too unstable and uncomfortable 
with our own selves to create and solidify a 
steady relationship with someone else. The 
meeting of two lost souls only makes matters 
worse. Will we ever transcend youth's rosy op-
timism enough to realize that romance should 
be left until middle age. I assume by then we'll 
have adequate control of our emotions and hor-
mones not to make a fool out of those we are 
most intensely pining after, hurt them and lose 
them because we couldn't responsibly man-
age personal issues. Or by then we won't sim-
ply find ourselves in those kinky love triangles 
because we couldn't properly suppress innate 
carnal reproductive tendencies? 
College dating may have evolved from high 
school's Friday night movie and make-out ses-
sions, but relationships still lack the maturity 
and long-term reasoning ability to persist or 
at least provide an outcome which doesn't send 
you into just another weepy sob story. 
More importantly, though—and I stick to 
my guns on this one—is the GPA you sacri-
fice when the heart's enamor wills you to 
cuddle with him or her for a couple hours each 
night instead of devoting that time to more 
academic endeavors. Guys come and go, but 
missing the Dean's List one semester will 
haunt you until your death. 
And what about the booze? A seemingly 
ceremonial tradition for college students,  
freshmen especially, this got a full blown rant 
and rage session from me last September. To 
conclude, I wrote, "It fries my feathers to no 
end that so many UPS students believe in the 
`college equals drinking' theme. Perhaps I'm 
just a traditionalist out of place, but I thought 
college was about learning and maturity. Silly 
me." What type of person angrily reproaches 
half the campus under an angelic daddy's girl 
image? Who shakes a self-satisfied finger at 
1500 undergrads? One without much brains, 
apparently. Yeah, I was invited to a lot of par-
ties after that. So what do I think about the 
whole drinking scene now? I curse it for the 
couple extra inches it threw on my waistline. 
But most importantly, aside from all these 
petty details of the college experience not re-
ally pertinent to individual development, is the 
way a political ideology can drastically change 
over the course of college. Or, in my case, over 
the sweeping span of eight months. 
I forced myself to take a nightmarish trip 
down memory lane and read over a certain 
article I wrote in promotion of Pat Buchanan 
and the far right conservative movement. At 
one point I stated, "In an age of misplaced 
morals, greedy children, and all-around social 
degradation, Buchanan puts himself on the line 
to advocate the principles and ideals this coun-
try was founded on!" Urn, perhaps not so much 
anymore. Actually, it was not so much that I 
was infatuated with this Presidential hopeful 
as I harnessed an extremely negative view of 
people and American culture. 
But what happens when you go to a liberal 
arts school with a pool full of accepting and 
broad-minded people? You learn how to walk 
around without a stick up your rump. Tight 
jeans do not mean promiscuity, minority sta-
tus does not mean criminal, union member 
does not mean troublemaker. My friends, 
profs, and associates are the most generous, 
tolerant, and understanding people I've hon-
est to gosh come across in my life. It's almost  
surreal. But at the same time, it makes me re-
alize that people are, I won't say innately good 
(I'm still a pessimistic cynic by nature), but 
that they're not all only out to benefit them-
selves. People aren't as conniving and corrupt 
as I initially believed. In fact, they aren't at 
all! I mean, you still have the few bad seeds, 
but it doesn't mean the entire apple is rotten. 
Whatever made me think everyone harnessed 
a sick is beyond me, but y' all proved 
the opposite. 
Further along in the article, I wrote, "We're 
not a melting pot anymore; we're a basket case 
of non-English speaking welfare abusers!" 
Ouch. Not so anymore. I learned foreigners 
are more a productive side of the economy than 
non-reciprocating consumers, pay more in 
taxes than they take in from services and stud-
ies actually show they create more jobs than 
they take. Most tend to integrate themselves 
into the culture, but most importantly, add a 
pleasant degree of diversity in the community. 
Cool beans, all the more power to a unified 
United States through the intermingling be-
tween different cultures, and all the less power 
to Buchanan's xenophobic, scapegoat politi-
cal strategies. This isn't to say that one should 
parade behind any Nader-type leader, nor is it 
to say that the Democratic party is my new 
safe haven. But it does, however, reflect my 
belief that a community that excludes will only 
self-depreciate the most important features in-
herent to its very existence. 
So, can your opinions drastically change 
through one year in college? Perhaps. It de-
pends on one's will not to conform ideas to 
the public will, effectively practice indiffer-
ence to hostile letters to the editor, letters by 
e-mail and letters posted all over the sub. Have 
I shied away from the inflammatory, conser-
vative crackdown so inherent to my soul sim-
ply in order to appease the masses? I guess 
I'll just have to wait and see where the wind 
blows me next year. 
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